
Grant Overview:
1003 School Improvement Grants

School Improvement Grants (SIGs) are authorized under section 1003 of Title I of the Every Student
Succeeds Act (ESSA) of 2015.  Funds are awarded on a competitive basis to school corporations with
schools identified for Comprehensive School Improvement (CSI) or Targeted School Improvement (TSI).
In the 2021-2022 academic year, the Indiana Department of Education (IDOE) introduced the Next Gen
SIG to provide funds to local education agencies (LEAs) with the strongest commitment to transform
students’ traditional educational experience into one that more strategically aligns to students’ academic
and personal needs.

The grant will consist of a planning phase followed by an implementation phase lasting up to four years.
The initial proposal will focus on high-level vision setting and making connections to the current needs of
the school. It will also require applicants to select a priority of the intervention and the model intended
to be used to establish the conditions necessary for success, as well as identify key personnel associated
with the intervention. Awarded proposals will then spend the remainder of the planning phase
developing a comprehensive school or system transformation plan that will be implemented in the
subsequent school year. Grantees should expect ongoing communication and collaboration with IDOE
throughout the planning year to ensure everything is progressing towards successful implementation.

FROM SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT TO SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION

SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION
● Changes in curriculum or instructional materials

● Additional or targeted professional development to
improve quality of instruction

● Non-academic supports to help students overcome
behavioral and mental health challenges

● Change in school leadership or teaching staff

● Additional assessments and data analysis

● Additional learning time that simply extends what
the school is already doing (intervention periods,
block scheduling, etc.)

● Dramatic changes in governance to drive
decision-making to the school and community level

● Reimagining the instructional delivery model to
more closely tailor how content is delivered based
on the strengths and needs of students

● A new approach to student grouping and classroom
assignments to ensure each child is receiving the
support they need to be successful, and finite
resources are directed towards those who need it
the most

● Rethinking the traditional school day to meet the
needs of students and families, including
integrating community assets into the school
experience

● Infusion of expert capacity with the knowledge and
skills to manage change, build coalitions, and
execute the vision for transformation

Since the adoption of No Child Left Behind in 2001, states have been focused on providing resources –
both human and monetary – to schools and school corporations to improve outcomes that do not meet
student achievement benchmarks. Over the past 30 years, these efforts have been focused on changing
programs and increasing effectiveness within the current system. The process traditionally consists of a



needs assessment, where school leaders work with their staff and community to identify areas holding
students back, followed by the development and implementation of a school improvement plan, mainly
consisting of light-touch efforts that change curriculum, provide leadership coaching, focus on data
analysis, etc. This approach assumes that, overall, the current set of policies will stay in place, schools
will continue to be organized as they are, they will have a similar approach to teacher compensation,
recruitment, and retention, and the student experience will remain largely unchanged other than
potentially receiving “more” school. More simply put, school improvement efforts attempt to drive
dramatic change within the existing system.

School transformation could not be more different. School transformation questions the current
educational system to critically analyze all aspects of the approach through the lens of the student
experience. School transformation is not locked into any preconceived notion of what “school” is; rather,
it seeks to reimagine educational opportunities in the image of the students and families currently
served. Many track the emergence of school transformation as a widely used strategy back to the
1003(g) school improvement grant included in the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
(ARRA). The approach has evolved into several models all uniquely designed to fit the local needs and
context of a given community. At its core, school transformation acknowledges that the current
one-size-fits all educational model, despite efforts to differentiate within, has deviated so far from the
needs of students and families that it is no longer an effective vehicle to improve student outcomes.

Current intervention Strategies: Four Inadequacies that must be addressed

ELIGIBLE ENTITIES & AVAILABLE FUNDS

The Next Gen SIG program is open to schools identified for TSI and CSI pursuant to Indiana’s approved
ESSA State Plan. Successful grantees will receive up to $300,000 in Planning Grant funds for the
2022-2023 academic year and up to $3 million distributed over three years (academic years 2023-2024
through 2025-2026) for implementation. A list of eligible schools can be downloaded here.

SINGLE SCHOOL & MULTI-YEAR GRANT

Applicants will be asked to identify whether the proposal is designed to transform one school or
strategically transform multiple schools within the LEA. All schools included in a single year or multi-year
grant must meet the eligibility requirements for the Next Gen SIG program outlined above.

Single School Grant: The single school grant is specifically designed for LEAs with fewer than
three TSI and/or CSI schools, or LEAs that have a school with unique needs or are looking to
transform the conditions within one school to meet student needs. An LEA may apply for a single
school grant for one or more of their eligible schools and need not submit a grant application for
each eligible school.

Multi-School Grant: The multi-school grant is specifically for LEAs with four or more TSI and/or
CSI schools. These funds will be leveraged to help districts design and implement sustainable,
large-scale school improvement initiatives (e.g., Transformation Zones, Innovation Networks)
that transform the conditions for learning to meet student needs and improve student
outcomes. Districts will not be required to include each of their eligible schools in their

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qnasq4CrFPr0Uu-WOmwt361DEyh8U-m5SzdtAHvg0dY/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1A1n4rrMVv1cxKtd43TuuVvc7Rfk0B4-V/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=109635702627936925833&rtpof=true&sd=true


application, but will be asked to justify the selection of the schools included in the multi-school
application.

GRANT TIMELINE & STRUCTURE

School transformation requires careful planning and comprehensive stakeholder engagement to ensure
the changes necessary to dramatically improve outcomes for children are informed by those most
directly impacted by them. Therefore, the Next Gen SIG will include a planning phase and an
implementation phase.

Planning Phase: During the planning phase, grantees will form an Education Transformation
Team (ETT) that will work with school officials to finalize the vision and details of the
transformation plan and work with different stakeholders to formalize agreements that establish
the conditions necessary for transformation. The planning phase will allow grantees to
strengthen the needs assessment described in the initial application with a focus on identifying
the systemic barriers inhibiting student progress and teacher success. The Education
Transformation Team will also work to invest communities in the vision for school transformation
and ensure their voice is represented in the final proposal. IDOE will work with grantees to
establish an agreed upon set of benchmarks to evaluate progress throughout the planning
period. Through regular engagements with the Education Transformation Team during the
planning year, IDOE will provide support and feedback on progress towards the benchmarks. The
expectation will be that every grantee that receives a planning grant will move into the
implementation phase; however, implementation funding will be contingent upon successful
completion of the agreed upon benchmarks during the planning year.

Implementation Phase: The Next Gen SIG program will fund up to four years of implementation
with an anticipated grant award amount of approximately $3M per school. Multi-school
interventions can expect additional funds, but the total allocations should reflect a strategic
approach to spending that articulates the strategic benefits and leverages the economies of scale
of a multi-school intervention. IDOE will work with the ETT to articulate rigorous, specific, and
measurable goals for the intervention, and establish a performance dashboard to guide
conversations and continuous improvement within the existing plan. The expectation for all
grantees will be that all schools included in the intervention exit CSI status by the end of the four
years. If a school exits CSI status before then, they will still be eligible to receive the remainder of
the grant funds.

INTERVENTION PRIORITY & INTERVENTION MODEL
Next Generation SIG requires applicants to identify an intervention priority and an intervention model to
serve as the foundation for the planning year.

Intervention Priority: The intervention priority provides a clear purpose for the proposal. This does
prohibit the use of grant funds on other initiatives; rather, it serves as a foundation for the entire
initiative and sends a clear signal about the work to internal and external stakeholders. The
application includes three possible intervention priorities, but applicants may also submit their own.

1. Primary Literacy Transformation – This priority focuses on transforming the student
experience to improve primary literacy. Research has regularly demonstrated the
importance of reading on grade level by the end of third grade, yet thousands of students



are passed along to fourth grade and beyond without the requisite literacy skills to be
successful. Applications that prioritize primary literacy should focus on transforming the
student experience in grades K-3 to eliminate systemic barriers and better align the entire
instructional model to student needs.

2. Student Pathways & Postsecondary Credentials – This priority focuses on transforming a
student’s high school experience to blur the lines between high school and the
postsecondary opportunity students choose to pursue. Shifts in postsecondary demand have
increased the expectation for high school graduates and our high schools must shift their
programming to align to this demand. Applications that prioritize student pathways and
postsecondary credentials should focus on developing meaningful pathways in partnership
with workforce and higher education partners that strategically integrate customized course
sequences, meaningful work-based or project-based learning experiences, and a
high-demand postsecondary credential.

3. Personalized/Differentiated Instructional Model – This priority focuses on transforming the
primary, one-size-fits all approach to instruction into a model that promotes teacher
collaboration and considers student needs when establishing class sizes, teacher assignment,
instructional time, etc. Applications that prioritize this personalized/ differentiated
instructional model should focus on leveraging technology, innovative student grouping, and
teacher career ladders to redesign the fundamental assumptions about the student
experience at school.

4. Other – Applicants can propose additional intervention priorities based on the demonstrated
needs of students in the identified school(s). Successful applications that propose an
alternative priority will clearly explain how addressing the selected priority will address root
cause issues and improve student outcomes across the board.

Intervention Model: The intervention model plays a critical role in establishing the conditions
necessary for transformation. Transformational intervention models require flexibility from state law
and local policies including staffing, time, money, and programs. The following models currently exist
within Indiana state law.

1. Innovation Network School – Innovation network schools may be established by teachers
and an administrator at the school, the governing body of a school corporation, or through a
partnership between the school corporation and an external school operator. Under current
Indiana law, an innovation network school can receive additional flexibility to establish the
conditions necessary to support transformation.

2. Transformation Zone – A Transformation Zone is an intervention model designed for a
multi-school initiative. This model aims to cluster schools with similar needs into a zone that
is afforded additional flexibility and capacity. Under current Indiana law, schools that
participate in a Transformation Zone can request flexibility from certain state regulations and
local policies.

3. 1003 Flexibility Waiver – The governing body of a school corporation may request a waiver
from the Indiana State Board of Education to eliminate certain statutory and regulatory
requirements that currently exist in Indiana law. These waivers can be customized to fit the



unique needs of a particular intervention; however, applicants should be aware of the
restrictions associated with this option before pursuing it as an intervention model.

4. Other – Applicants may propose additional intervention models; however, the description
must clearly articulate how the proposed model secures the necessary conditions for
transformation despite not being included in Indiana state law.

ROLE OF AN EXPERT PARTNER

Successful school transformation requires a specialized skill set and unique experience. Successful
applications will demonstrate that the Education Transformation Team has the required skills and
experiences to successfully steward the intervention or select an expert partner with a track-record of
success with similar projects. These skills and experiences usually do not exist in an underperforming
system and therefore requires the selection of an expert partner to support the work.

APPLICATION

2022-2023 1003 Grant Application

EVALUATION CRITERIA

All grant proposals will be evaluated based on multiple criteria, including the defined assurances.  Grant
applications will be read and scored by a team of subject matter experts in accordance with the
established rubric.

Next Gen SIG Rubric 2022

Contact SchoolImprovement@doe.in.gov with any questions regarding this grant program.

https://form.jotform.com/222915141551954
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HesxrvRlXW8FpQV-JtluxsLymJFgGkrrr4CeCEHou7g/edit
mailto:SchoolImprovement@doe.in.gov

